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ABSTRACT

A uni-brace mechanism is provided which allows a vehicle
seat to be attached to the vehicle seat slide adjusters made by
various manufacturers. A front bracket and a rear bracket are

spaced apart and attached to the underside of a vehicle seat.
Each bracket includes two pairs of receiving holes, with
each receiving hole having at least one corresponding
engagement hole spaced apart from the receiving hole. The

various engagement holes combined to form various gener
ally rectangular patterns, spaced at distances to correspond
to the bolt patterns found on vehicle seat slide adjusters. A
pal nut is inserted into a receiving hole and into engagement
with the proper corresponding engagement hole. Pal nut
includes a hub with an internal thread which is positioned
within the engagement hole. The bolt on the vehicle seat
slide adjuster are threaded through the engagement hole and
into the hub, attaching the vehicle seat slide adjuster to the
bracket.

11 Claims, 3 Drawing Sheets
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UN-BRACE

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets

appears in the

original patent but forms no part of this reissue specifi
cation; matter printed in italics indicates the additions
made by reissue.
BACKGROUND AND SUMMARY OF THE
INVENTION

O

The present invention relates generally to vehicle seat
mounting mechanisms. More specifically, the present inven
tion relates to mechanisms used to mount vehicle seats
which enable the seats to slide forward and rearward.
Vehicle seats which are able to slide forward and rearward

in a vehicle are well known. Commonly, vehicle seats are
mounted onto a pair of slide tracks which allow the vehicle
seat to be slidably located in various positions. A vehicle seat
which is slidably mounted has many advantages. It allows
for passengers of various sizes to adjust the seat and ride
comfortably in the vehicle. Being able to slidably adjust the
position of a vehicle seat also facilitates cleaning of the area
adjacent the vehicle seat.
Most United States vehicle manufacturers use a slide
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includes four bolts spaced in a rectangular pattern, with the
front bolts spaced from the rear bolts at an approximate
distance of 12.00 inches. The bolts are spaced side-to-side
by approximately 14.72 inches.
In comparison, the vehicle seat slide adjuster currently
made by General Motors for its full size seat has a front
to-rear spacing of approximately 13.31 inches and a side
to-side spacing of approximately 14.00 inches. The follow
ing table lists approximate spacing dimensions for
representative vehicle seat slide adjusters of current manu

25

FRONTREAR
SPACENG

WDTH
SPACING

Chrysler-full-size

1200"

4.72"

General Motors--full-size
Ford--full size
General Motors--Astro

13.31."
13.31"
1400"

14.00"
14.00"
12.875"

Secondary Seating (narrow)
Secondary Seating (wide)

11.50"
1150."

8.00"
400"

dimension.

Another object of the present invention is to provide a
mechanism which allows a vehicle seat to be attached to a
30

slide adjuster which is both efficient to manufacture and to
maintain in inventory.
These and other objects are attained by a uni-brace
mechanism which allows for a vehicle seat to be attached to
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facture.

APPLICATION

seat from rearward to forward.

Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention to
provide a mechanism which allows a vehicle seat to be
attached to any vehicle slide adjuster of current design and

adjuster assembly having a pair of slide tracks for a vehicle
Seat which utilizes four bolts, spaced apart in a rectangular
configuration. However, each such vehicle manufacturer
Spaces the four bolts at slightly different locations. For
example, the vehicle seat slide adjuster assembly currently
manufactured by Chrysler Corporation for full size seats

2
turer may require that its seat pedestal or seat slide adjuster
assembly be used.
These manufacturer requirements have thus forced the
after-market seat frame manufacturers to adapt to various
OEM mounting patterns. Because each seat manufacturer
may adopt different spacing dimensions, the after-market
manufacturers are faced with slide adjusters having differing
spacing dimensions. Thus, each after-market seat manufac
turer has had to produce several seat designs to conform to
the various vehicle seat slide adjusters. This is expensive,
both in manufacturing costs as well as inventory costs.
In addition to the spacing requirements of the various
manufacturers seat slide adjusters, all van and truck seats
must also conform to OEM standards for mounting to ensure
a proper seating reference point is attained. The seating
reference point, or SRP, is needed to maintain the proper
angle between the seatbelts and the vehicle seat frame. This
is needed so that the seat belt may maintain a proper level
of performance throughout the sliding motion of the vehicle
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any vehicle seat slide adjuster of current manufacture. The
mechanism includes a front bracket and a rear bracket,
spaced apart and attached to the underside of a vehicle seat.
Each bracket includes at least one pair of receiving holes,
and corresponding engagement holes spaced apart from each
receiving hole. The set of engagement holes surrounding
each receiving hole are spaced at predetermined distances
from one another so as to conform to the spacing and
dimensions of the rectangular bolt pattern found on the
vehicle seat slide adjuster of the various manufacturers
designs.
To secure the vehicle seat slide adjuster to the vehicle seat,
the proper set of engagement holes is chosen to match the
spacing of the bolts on the vehicle seat slide adjuster. A pal
nut is then inserted through each receiving hole and into
engagement with the proper corresponding engagement
hole. The pal nut includes a hub with an internal thread
therein, which is positioned within the engagement hole.
The bolts on the vehicle seat slide adjuster are threaded into
the hub to retain the vehicle seat slide adjuster to the
brackets, and thus to the vehicle seat.

Generally, each OEM manufacturer uses an arrangement
which provides sufficient support to carry the weight of the
Seat as well as a passenger riding thereon. Thus, a manu
facturer which utilizes a relatively larger dimension in one
direction generally uses a shorter dimension in the trans
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verse direction.

In the past, the industry standard after-market pattern used
by all manufacturers had a front/rear spacing of 11.50
inches, and a width spacing of 8 inches. However, recent
federal legislation, FMVSS-208, has reclassified conversion
vans and trucks as passenger vehicles. Thus, additional
Safety requirements must be met. Because of these added
Safety requirements, certain manufacturers are requiring that
OEM components must be used. For example, a manufac

Other objects, advantages and novel features of the
present invention will become apparent from the following
detailed description of the invention when considered in
conjunction with the accompanying drawings.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

60

FIG. 1 is an exploded view of the uni-brace mechanism of
the present invention.

FIG. 2 is a plan view of the front bracket and a portion of

a vehicle slide adjuster.
65

FIG. 3 is a cross-sectional view of the connection of a

bracket of the present invention to a vehicle seat slide
adjuster.

Re. 35,485
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Front bracket 12 also includes two pairs of receiving
holes, first pair 34 and second pair 36. First pair of receiving
holes 34 each include at least one engagement hole 38
corresponding thereto, positioned at a predetermined dis
tance and angle from receiving hole 34. Preferably, each
receiving hole 34 includes one corresponding engagement
hole 38. Front bracket 12 also includes a second pair of
receiving holes 36. Each receiving hole 36 includes a

FIG. 4 is a bottom view of the front and rear bracket of

the present invention.
FIG. 5 is a perspective view of a clip of the present
invention.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

Referring now to the drawings, in which like-referenced
characters indicate corresponding elements throughout the

10

several views, attention is first directed to FIG. 1 which

illustrates a first preferred embodiment of a uni-brace
mechanism. In this embodiment, the uni-brace mechanism

includes a pair of spaced brackets which are attached to the
underside of a vehicle seat. The uni-brace mechanism is

15

designed to also be attached to a vehicle seat slide adjuster
which is mounted to the floor board of the vehicle.

The uni-brace mechanism of the first preferred embodi
ment includes front bracket 12 and rear bracket 14. Each

bracket is a generally flat plate member of a generally
rectangular shape. Each bracket is preferably made of a
sturdy, rigid material, such as thin gauge mild steel. Front

20

ment shown, the two brackets are welded to frame 16. The

two brackets are spaced apart, such that front bracket 12 is
adjacent the front of vehicle seat 18 and rear bracket 14 is
adjacent the rear of vehicle seat 18. The two brackets arc
preferably positioned substantially parallel to one another,
and secured to frame 16 so as to form a relatively permanent

25
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bond therebetween.

Front bracket 12 includes cut-out 19 therein. Cut-out 19

allows a seat release mechanism (not shown) or similar
device to be placed under vehicle seat 18, adjacent its front
end, without interfering with front bracket 12.
The uni-brace mechanism of the present invention allows
vehicle seat 18 to be attached to vehicle seat slide adjuster
20. Typically, vehicle seat slide adjuster 20 includes a pair of

oppositely disposed rails 22 having a bolt 24 extending

therethrough at the distal end of each rail 22. Thus, vehicle
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seat slide adjuster 20 typically includes four bolts 24
arranged in a generally rectangular pattern. The spacing
between bolts 24 varies from manufacturer to manufacturer,

and thus each vehicle seat 18 has previously been designed
to receive the bolt pattern of a particular vehicle seat slide
adjuster. Front bracket 12 and rear bracket 14 allow vehicle
seat 18 to be attached to vehicle seat slide adjuster 20 of any

45

current manufacture.

In the preferred embodiment of the present invention, rear
bracket 14 includes two pairs of receiving holes, first pair 26
and second pair 28. First pair of receiving holes 26 includes
at least one engagement hole 30 for each receiving hole 16.
Engagement hole 30 is spaced from its corresponding
receiving hole 26 at a predetermined distance and angle. It
is most preferred that each receiving hole 26 includes one
corresponding engagement hole 30. Second pair of receiving
holes 28 includes a plurality of corresponding engagement
holes 32. Preferably, receiving holes 28 each include three
corresponding engagement holes 32. Each engagement hole
32 is spaced from receiving hole 28 at a predetermined
distance and angle. As is shown in FIG. 1, first pair of
receiving holes 26 and their corresponding engagement
holes 30 are positioned closer to the longitudinal center of
rear bracket 14, while second pair of receiving holes 28 and
their corresponding engagement holes 32 are positioned
nearer the distal ends of rear bracket 14.

thereabout. In the preferred embodiment shown, each

receiving hole 36 includes four corresponding engagement
holes 40. Each engagement hole 40 is positioned at a
pre-determined distance and angle from the corresponding
receiving hole 36.
In the preferred embodiment shown, first pair of receiving
holes 26 on rear bracket 14 each includes one corresponding
engagement hole 30, each indicated by the letter D on FIG.
4. The center of engagement hole D is approximately 1 inch
from the center of its corresponding receiving hole 26, and
is positioned from receiving hole 26. First pair of receiving
holes 34 on front bracket 12 also each include one corre

bracket 12 and rear bracket 14 arc each attached to frame 16

on the underside of vehicle seat 18. In the preferred embodi

plurality of corresponding engagement holes 40 spaced
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sponding engagement hole 38, also indicated by the letter D.
Each engagement hole D on front bracket 12 are located
approximately 1 inch from the center of corresponding
receiving hole 34. Thus, there are four engagement holes
generally indicated by the letter D. The four engagement
holes D form a generally rectangular hole pattern to corre
spond to the bolt pattern found on a vehicle seat slide
adjuster 20 of current manufacture.
In a similar manner, the engagement holes corresponding
to the second pair of receiving holes 28 on rear bracket 14
and second pair of receiving holes 36 on front bracket 12
also combine to form generally rectangular patterns. Each of
the three engagement holes 32 on rear bracket 14 are
positioned at predetermined distances from each receiving
hole 28. The center of each engagement hole indicated by
the letter A on FIG. 4 on rear bracket 14 is approximately
flinches from the center of its corresponding receiving hole
28. Hole B.E is approximately 1 inch from receiving hole
28. Engagement hole C is positioned approximately
1%inches from the center of receiving hole 28.
Front bracket 12 includes four engagement holes 40
spaced about each receiving hole 36. The approximate
distance each engagement hole 40 is spaced from receiving
hole 36 is listed in the following table:
Hole

Approximate Distance from Receiving Hole 36
7/8"
1"
1A"
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Thus, the uni-brace mechanism of the present invention
includes five hole patterns, each pattern having at its corner
a like-referenced engagement hole. For example, the four
engagement holes of the uni-brace mechanism indicated by
the letter A form a generally rectangular hole pattern,
corresponding to a bolt pattern on vehicle seat slide adjuster
20 of current manufacture. Likewise, the patterns form by
the engagement holes indicated by the letters B, C, D and E
form generally rectangular hole patterns. In the preferred
embodiment shown, the five hole patterns are spaced at the
following approximate dimensions:

Re. 35,485
Hole Pattern

Front/Rear Dimension

Side-To-Side Dimension

A.
B
C
D
E

12.00"
13.31"
1400"
1150"
1150"

14.72"
1400"
12.875"
8.00"
1400"

As can be seen in FIG. 1, each receiving hole and each
engagement hole of the uni-brace mechanism in the pre
ferred embodiment is preferably of a generally circular
configuration. However, it should be understood that each
receiving hole and each engagement hole could be of any
regular or unregular shape or design, so long as the general
dimensions discussed above are maintained.

The uni-brace mechanism of the present invention also
includes clip 50. Clip 50 can be any member which engages
a receiving hole and a corresponding engagement hole,
providing the engagement hole with a threaded orifice. It is
preferred that clip 50 be an ordinary, grade 5 pal nut. Clip 50
includes upper lip 52 and lower lip 54, which are connected
by bight 56. Depending from lower lip 54 is internally
threaded hub 58. Upper lip 52 includes opening 60 therein,
which is vertically aligned with hub 58. Depending from
upper lip 52 adjacent opening 60 is spring element 62.
Having described the structure of the preferred embodi
ment of the uni-brace mechanism of the present invention,
its function can now be readily understood. Front bracket 12
and rear bracket 14 are attached to frame 16 of vehicle seat
18. Vehicle seat 18 can then be mounted to vehicle seat slide

adjuster 20. Having determined the location of bolts 24 on
vehicle seat slide adjuster 20, the Corresponding engage
ment hole pattern on the unibrace mechanism is determined.
Once the proper engagement holes are chosen, clip 50 is

inserted into the engagement hole and its corresponding
receiving hole. Clip 50 is inserted into a receiving hole such
that upper lip 52 is adjacent the top surface of each bracket,
and lower lip 54 is adjacent the bottom surface of each
bracket. Clip 50 is then guided toward the proper engage
ment hole until spring element 62 is accepted in the engage
ment hole. In this position, opening 60 and hub 58 form a
single bore through which each bolt 24 on vehicle seat slide
adjuster 20 may be threaded.

The positioning of clip 50 into each engagement hole Con
front bracket 12 does not include engagement of the corre
sponding receiving hole. When these engagement holes are
utilized, clip 50 is positioned from an exterior edge of the
bracket, such that bight 56 is adjacent the edge of bracket 12.
The arrows on FIG. 4 indicate the direction that clip 50 is
positioned with respect to each engagement hole.
Once clip 50 is secured into the four proper engagement
holes, each bolt 24 on vehicle seat slide adjuster 20 is
inserted through opening 60 and the engagement hole, into
hub 58. Each bolt 24 is tightened, thus securing vehicle seat
slide adjuster 20 to the uni-brace mechanism. It is preferred
that spacer 68 be included between vehicle seat slide
adjuster 20 and each clip 50 to provide clearance between
vehicle seat slide adjuster 20 and vehicle seat 18.
It should be readily understood that certain structural
modifications could be made to the present invention with
out altering its function or purpose. For example, front
bracket 12 and rear bracket 14 could be replaced by a single
plate, having the various receiving holes and engagement
holes located therein. Furthermore, it should be recognized
that front bracket 12 and rear bracket 14 could be replaced
by brackets which extend substantially parallel to vehicle

6
seat slide adjuster rails 22. Furthermore, four separate plates,
positioned at extreme corners on the underside of vehicle
seat 18 could be used in place of front bracket 12 and rear
bracket 14.

10

It should also be readily understood that means other than
clip 50 could be used to secure the vehicle seat to the vehicle
seat slide adjuster. For example, each engagement hole
could be provided with a threaded nut fastened adjacent the
hole. Furthermore, each engagement hole could be internally
threaded to receive a bolt therethrough. It should also be
understood that any combination of these variations could be

utilized.

15

The detail on which the present invention has been
described is by way of illustration and example only and is
not to be taken as a limitation of the present invention. The
scope and content of the present invention is defined only by
the terms of the appended claim.
What is claimed:

20

1. A mechanism for attaching a vehicle seat to a pair of
vehicle seat slide adjusters, which adjusters slide along rails
attached to a vehicle floor to allow for longitudinal adjust
ment of the seat in a vehicle and wherein said mechanism

25

provides a universal mount for vehicle seats for different
vehicles that have different spacing between the rails and
different spacing between mounting bolts on the slide adjust
ers, comprising:
at least two bracket assemblies fixedly attached to a
vehicle seat frame;

30

each of said at least two bracket assemblies having a
plurality of receiving holes placed in a pattern therein,
wherein at least two of said plurality of receiving holes are
spaced from one another in at least a longitudinal
direction of the seal frame and wherein at least two of

said plurality of said holes are also spaced from one
35
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another in a width direction of the seat frame;

at least two slide adjusters, one each for sliding along a
respective one of the rails attached to the vehicle floors;
wherein each of said two slide adjusters have at least two
spaced apart mounting bolt means for attaching the
slide adjusters to the vehicle seat bracket means;
first means for mounting at least one of said two spaced
apart mounting bolt means to one of said receiving
holes in one of said at least two bracket assemblies;

45

second means for mounting the other of said at least one
of said two spaced apart mounting bolt means to a
receiving hole in another of said at least two bracket
assemblies; and

50
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wherein the pattern of receiving holes in said bracket
assemblies can accommodate varying distances
between mounting bolt means on a single slide adjuster
and varying distances between rails.
2. The mechanism according to claim 1, wherein said first
and second means for mounting includes a clip which
engages said receiving hole.
3. The mechanism according to claim 1 wherein said clip
is internally threaded.
4. The mechanism according to claim 1 wherein said clip
is a pal nut.
5. The mechanism according to claim 2, wherein each of
said bracket assemblies also includes a least one correspond
ing engagement hole spaced from said plurality of receiving
holes and wherein a portion of said clip passes through said
engagement hole.
6. The mechanism according to claim 2 wherein a portion
of the clip passes through an engagement hole located in one
of the at least two bracket assemblies.

Re. 35,485
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7. A mechanism for attaching a vehicle seat frame to a
pair of vehicle seat slide adjusters, the slide adjusters being
attachable to the seat frame, wherein the mechanism com
prises:
at least one bracket assembly attached to the vehicle seat

frame;
wherein the bracket assembly includes at least two
engagement hole patterns therein, each engagement
hole pattern comprising four engagement holes defin
ing a generally rectangular pattern, and wherein at
least two of the engagement hole patterns have different
length and width dimensions;
each of the slide adjusters having two mounting bolts
secured to the slide adjusters, and
a clip which is engageable with an engagement hole and
at least one of the mounting bolts to facilitate the

8
attachment of the vehicle slide adjuster to the vehicle
seat frame.
8. The mechanism according to claim 7 wherein the
bracket assembly includes at least one receiving means
associated therewith.

10
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9. The mechanism according to claim 8 wherein the
receiving means includes a receiving hole.
10. The mechanism according to claim 9 wherein the
receiving means includes a plurality of holes spaced in a
generally rectangular pattern.
11. The mechanism according to claim 7 wherein the
receiving means includes a portion of the bracket assembly
adjacent an exterior edge of the bracket assembly.
ck
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